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Abstract: Measures based on concurrent alterations of an environment’s physical, chemical, and
biological factors are commonly adopted to control harmful algal blooms (HABs). It was postulated
that the combinations and interactions of multiple measures could exert cumulative effects (as
the overall effect may or may not be equal to the additive sum for each measure individually).
However, few studies have further assessed whether the cumulative effect is synergistic, additive, or
antagonistic. This study proposed a framework to distinguish and quantify the cumulative effects.
We also designed an experiment to investigate the cumulative effect of the combined utilization
of physical (flow velocity), chemical (copper), and biological (propionamide) measures on algae
growth inhibition. The results show that the cumulative effect of physical and chemical measures on
algae growth inhibition was antagonistic; the cumulative effect of physical and biological measures
was antagonistic; the cumulative effect of chemical and biological measures was synergistic, and
the cumulative effect of all the measures together tended to be antagonistic. These results showed
that the synergistic interactions between chemical and biological measures produced antagonistic
effects when physical measures were added. Through response surface methodology analysis,
we also found that the physical factor was the most significant factor affecting the cumulative
effect, followed by the chemical factor and then the biological factor. Our results provide a more
detailed understanding of the interaction patterns among multiple measures that affect algal growth.
Importantly, this understanding can be further integrated into future strategy development to fully
exploit the potential of the cumulative effect at its maximum performance.

Keywords: harmful algal blooms; cumulative effect; growth inhibition; response surface methodology

1. Introduction

Harmful algae blooms (HABs) have become a prevalent environmental issue in fresh-
water ecosystems because they increase anthropogenic eutrophication and produce other
deleterious effects on the natural environment [1]. The overgrowth of harmful algae can
over-consume dissolved oxygen and nutrients that other aquatic organisms heavily rely
on [2]. Thus, the immediate consequence of HABs is the subsistence or extinction of other
aquatic species residing in the surrounding water [3] and the more adverse far-reaching
implications of HABs are not limited to aquatic organisms [4]. Harmful algae can provide
multiple secondary metabolites [5]. Some secondary metabolites can cause taste and odor
pollution, directly degrade the recreational function of surrounding water bodies, and
pose a severe risk to drinking-water supply [6,7]. Moreover, the negative impacts can be
even more severe when the algae are toxic and produce algal toxins [8]. When ingested
in large amounts by humans through the food web or accidental exposure, algal toxins
can result in liver, digestive, and neurological diseases [9]. Since algae have an essential
ecological role in aquatic ecosystems and many other natural systems, the more frequent
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and severe presence of HABs can have a catastrophic effect on environmental safety and
human well-being [10].

With concerns about the adverse consequences of HABs, much effort has been made
to regulate algae growth directly [9]. In practice, measures for controlling HABs can be
accomplished by manipulating various physical, chemical, and biological factors [11]. The
effects of physical and chemical measures on algae growth have been primarily studied,
and their applications are relatively broader [12,13]. The most direct physical method is
separating out and harvesting the microalgal biomass [14]. Hydraulic management, such
as building hydrodynamic cavitation structures or using ultrasound technology, has also
been adopted to inhibit algae blooms by damaging specific algae cellular morphology and
functions [15,16]. Other physical methods, such as increased flow velocity and turbulence,
aim to remove algae by regulating the hydrodynamic conditions [17]. Manipulating
physical methods is a straightforward approach; however, some of these methods are not
permanent and may not be a feasible or widespread solution due to high implementation
costs and technical limitations [18]. As for chemical measures, adding chemical substances
to the afflicted water body is the most commonly used measure since it is relatively cheap
and can effectively remove toxic algae [19]. The commonly applied chemical substances,
such as copper sulfate and hydrogen peroxide, can poison or oxidize algae cells [20].
Another essential chemical additive for harvesting algae is flocculants [21]. Chemical
measures, however, can easily be used indiscriminately, causing secondary environmental
pollution [22].

Compared to these abiotic measures, controlling HABs through biological factors and
biotic interactions is eco-friendly [23,24]. The biological phenomenon of allelopathy has
emerged as a promising biological approach [25]. It represents an essential biological inter-
action mechanism between aquatic plants and microalgae [26]. In responding to the aquatic
plant–microalgae competition for nutrients, aquatic macrophytes can release a series of
secondary metabolites called allelochemicals [27]. The primary function of allelochemi-
cals is generalized as directly or indirectly interfering with the growth of algae or other
organisms [28]. These measures can be developed either by directly cultivating aquatic
macrophytes or by adding extracted allelochemicals to the water, utilizing allelopathic
principles [27,29]. Propionamide is an allelopathic substance secreted by the aquatic plant
Eichhornia crassipes, which can significantly inhibit the growth of Microcystis aeruginosa
with semi-continuous addition under the concentration of 2 mg /L [30,31]. The disad-
vantages to this approach are that planting macrophytes can be time-consuming, and the
effects of adding allelochemicals to the water may vary unpredictably, depending on the
dosage and the external environment [32].

In practice, the regulation of HABs is usually achieved by the combined use of all these
measures, either simultaneously or sequentially. It has been shown that physical, chemical,
and biological measures can jointly exert a cumulative impact when control using only a
single approach is not sufficiently effective; the measures can act together to inhibit algal
growth [33,34]. In one investigation, for example, the combination of copper and current
velocity was applied to check the growth of diatoms; the results showed that copper’s
effect on algal biomass was mediated by varying the current velocity levels [35]. In another
case, when combining metal–organic frameworks with allelochemicals, the nanocrystalline
Zn-MOF-FA showed stronger inhibition on algal growth than a corresponding dosage of
Zn (II) and ferulic acid [36]. Evidence has also shown that the combination of algaecide
and flocculant can effectively remove water blooms on a lake surface [18]. The principle is
that an algaecide such as H2O2 can inactivate the cyanobacteria. Then, the lake sediment
clay, combined with polymeric ferric sulfate, can carry the inactivated cyanobacteria to the
bottom of the lake and deposit them there.

When implemented together, multiple measures such as these can influence each other
or act on the same targets in concert [37]. Their cumulative effects on growth inhibition
could be synergistic, additive, or antagonistic. Additive effects are defined as cumulative
effects that together equal the sum of each individual measure [38]. In contrast, syner-
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gism and antagonism define cumulative effects that are either larger or smaller than the
additive [39]. When designing and evaluating a regulation strategy, compatibility of the
cumulative effects among the multiple measures is a prerequisite [40,41]. One should
expect that a synergistic effect that occurs in growth inhibition from one measure does not
adversely affect the other measures, but rather that each measure’s effects contribute to the
others’ [42]. However, because complex interactions could occur among physical, chemical,
and biological measures, few studies have qualitatively or quantitatively distinguished any
HAB regulation approach’s cumulative effects.

In this study, we selected flow velocity as a physical measure, copper sulfate as a chem-
ical measure, and propionamide as a biological measure, to study the cumulative effects of
two or three measures on the growth of Microcystis aeruginosa. Microcystis aeruginosa fre-
quently appears in freshwater ecosystems and releases microcystins which can contribute
to death in organisms and pose a serious threat to drinking water supplies [43]. Using
full-factor experiments, we studied the cumulative effects of discrete changes in physical,
chemical, and biological measures on Microcystis aeruginosa growth. The cumulative effects
were identified and quantified as synergy, addition, or antagonism. Using response surface
methodology (RSM), we also simulated the cumulative effect rates of continuous changes
in physical, chemical, and biological measures on Microcystis aeruginosa growth [44].

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental Method
2.1.1. Tested Algae and Culture Conditions

The freshwater microalgal species Microcystis aeruginosa (FACHB 911) was obtained
from the Freshwater Algae Culture Collection at the Institute of Hydrobiology, Chinese
Academy of Sciences. We used a sterile BG-11 standard medium to cultivate Microcystis
aeruginosa in flasks [45]. The cultivation was conducted under a 12:12 h light–dark cycle
with illumination provided by a light incubator (2100 lux). The temperature was main-
tained at 26 ± 1 ◦C. The pH and DO were not controlled in the cultivation system. Shaking
by hand twice a day reduced algal cell flocculation and agglomeration. Upon reaching the
exponential growth phase, the microalgae were transferred into a fresh culture medium for
experimentation. All cultivation and experiments were performed under sterile circum-
stances. All experimental glassware was completely immersed in 10% nitric acid for at
least 24 h and then flushed with distilled water.

2.1.2. Allelochemical and Chemicals

Copper (II) sulfate pentahydrate (CuSO4·5H2O, ≥99%) and propionamide
(CH3CH2CONH2, ≥97%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Beijing, China

2.1.3. Nutrient

BG11 standard medium was used to approximate the N + P conditions of enriched
aquatic environments [45].

2.1.4. Flow Velocity

To hold the flow environment constant, flow velocity must be manipulated experi-
mentally. (Figure 1). The flow velocity simulation device comprised a rotating baffle, a
bioreactor, motors, and a variable controller. The continuously variable controller controlled
the motors. The baffle, made from acrylic material, was connected to the motor and rotated
horizontally. The water was pushed to a rotating flow inside the bioreactor. Controlling
the baffle rotation speed produced the desired flow rate for the experiment. The bioreactor
was made of acrylic material. A 41 L acrylic bioreactor was made with an outer diameter
of 37 cm, an inner diameter of 7 cm, a middle width of 15 cm, and a depth of 40 cm. The
bioreactor had six sample outlets on the outer wall, spaced 5 cm apart. The bioreactor was
rotated at the selected speed for a period to achieve a stable condition.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental device.

2.1.5. Experiment and Sampling

A fully orthogonal experiment was designed with three factors and four levels. The
factors and levels were A: flow velocity (0 m/s, 0.1 m/s, 0.15 m/s, and 0.2 m/s) [46],
B: propionamide concentration (0 mg/L, 0.5 mg/L, 1 mg/L, and 1.5 mg/L) [31], and C:
copper concentrations (0 µg/L, 5 µg/L, 10 µg/L, and 15 µg/L) [47,48]. The condition of
no addition of physical, chemical, or biological measures was set as the control group. All
groups were repeated three times.

In a sterile laboratory environment at 26 ◦C, the effect of flow velocity on Microcystis
aeruginosa growth was performed with a flow velocity simulation device. The initial cell
density of Microcystis aeruginosa was 3.5 × 105 cells/mL. The cultivation was conducted
under a 12:12 h light–dark cycle with illumination provided by a vertically suspended fluo-
rescent lamp (2100 lux). The algae cell density in the control group reached the maximum
cell density of 3.5 × 106 cell/mL on the ninth day. The condition of no addition of physical,
chemical, or biological measures was set as the control. Algae suspension samples of 50 µL
were taken for each treatment group. The algal cell density of the samples was measured
using flow cytometry.

2.2. Calculation of the Cumulative Effect (CE)

The cumulative effect includes synergy, addition, and antagonism. The cumulative
effect of multiple measures on algal growth is defined by the following equation:

CEim,jn = (IRim ,jn − (IRim + IRjn))× 100% (1)

IRim = (1 − Nim
N0

)× 100% (2)

where CEim,jn represents the cumulative effect of the treatment group treated at both the
m level of factor i and the n level of factor j. CE > 0 indicates a synergistic effect, CE = 0
indicates an additive effect, and CE < 0 shows an antagonistic effect. IRim represents the
inhibition rate of the treatment group treated at the m level of factor i. IRjn represents the
inhibition rate of the treatment group treated at the n level of factor j. IRim,jn represents
the inhibition rate of the treatment group treated at both the m level of factor i and the n
level of factor j. Nim represents the algal density (number of cells per mL) of the treatment
group treated at the m level of factor i on the ninth day, and N0 represents the algal density
(number of cells per mL) of the control group.
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The cumulative effect rate of multiple measures on algal growth is expressed by the
following equation:

CERim ,jn = (
CEim,jn

IRim + IRjn
)× 100% (3)

where CERim,jn represents the cumulative effect rate of the treatment group treated at both
the m level of factor i and the n level of factor j.

We studied the cumulative effects of discrete changes in physical, chemical, and
biological measures at different levels on algal growth. To understand these effects in
more detail, it is necessary to further analyze the influence of the cumulative effect rate of
continuous changes of these measures at different levels.

2.3. Simulation of the Cumulative Effect Rate

RSM was performed to simulate the cumulative effect rate of continuous changes
in physical, chemical, and biological measures at different levels on the algal growth.
RSM, a multivariate statistical tool, consists of graphical representations used to describe
simultaneous changes of multiple independent variables on response variables.

The experimental data were analyzed to match a second-order polynomial model by
the following equation:

Y = β0 + ∑ βiXi + ∑ βiiXi
2 + ∑ βijXiXj + ε (4)

where Y is the response variable; β0 is the interception coefficient; βi and βii are model
coefficients of the first and second order, respectively; βij is the linear model coefficient for
the interaction between the independent variables i and j; Xi and Xj are factors, and ε is
random error.

In the present study, the experimental design applied the Box–Behnken design (BBD)
of RSM. BBD is a spherical rotation design to analyze the interactions of factors [49]. BBD
was obtained using Design Expert (version 12.0.3.0; Stat Ease Inc., Minneapolis, MN,
USA). Flow velocity (0.1 m/s, 0.15 m/s and 0.2 m/s), the concentration of propionamide
(0.5 mg/L, 1 mg/L and 1.5 mg/L), and the concentration of copper (5 µg/L, 10 µg/L
and 15 µg/L) were selected as independent variables and the cumulative effect rate as a
response variable. The independent variables had low, medium, and high levels. There
were 17 BBD experiments. The BBD data were collected from full factorial experiments.
Table 1 shows the levels of variables in the BBD.

Table 1. Levels of the variables in the Box–Behnken design.

Variable
Level

Low Medium High

Flow velocity (m/s) 0.1 0.15 0.2
Propionamide (mg/L) 0.5 1 1.5

Copper (µg/L) 5 10 15

3. Results
3.1. Cumulative Effect of Physical and Chemical Measures

Figure 2 shows the cumulative effect of the combination of physical and chemical
measures, where flow velocity represents the physical factor and copper represents the
chemical factor. The results revealed that the cumulative effect of the combination of
physical and chemical measures has an antagonistic effect on the regulation of algae
growth. The results also showed that the antagonistic effect between the two measures
increased with the flow velocity, indicating that the cumulative effect was not constant but
influenced both flow velocity and copper concentration.
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As shown in Figure 2, the combination of 0.2 m/s flow velocity and 15 µg/L copper
had the strongest antagonistic effect, with a cumulative effect as high as 52%. In contrast,
the combination of 0.1 m/s flow velocity and 5 µg/L copper had the weakest antagonistic
effect; the cumulative effect was only 9%.

3.2. Cumulative Effect of Physical and Biological Measures

Figure 3 shows the cumulative effect of the combination of different flow velocity levels
and different propionamide concentrations on the Microcystis aeruginosa growth, where
flow velocity represents the physical factor and propionamide represents the biological
factor. The results revealed that the cumulative effect of the combination of physical and
biological measures had an antagonistic effect on the regulation of algae growth and that the
antagonistic effect between the two measures increased with flow velocity. This indicated
that the cumulative effect was not constant but influenced both flow velocity and copper
concentration. As shown in Figure 3, the combination of 0.2 m/s flow velocity and 1.5 g/L
propionamide had the strongest antagonistic effect, with a cumulative effect as high as 65%.
In contrast, the combination of 0.1 m/s flow velocity and 0.5 g/L propionamide had the
weakest antagonistic effect, with a cumulative effect of 24%.
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Figure 3. Cumulative effect of physical and biological measures. The cumulative effect is expressed
as the mean ± standard deviation.
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3.3. Cumulative Effect of Chemical and Biological Measures

Figure 4 displays the cumulative effect of the combination of different concentrations
of copper and different concentrations of propionamide on the growth of Microcystis
aeruginosa, where copper represents the chemical factor and propionamide represents the
biological factor. The results revealed that the cumulative effect of the combination of
chemical and biological measures had a synergistic effect on the regulation of algae growth
and that the synergistic effect between the two measures changed little with the increase
in propionamide. However, the synergistic effect between the two measures increased
gradually and then decreased rapidly with the increase in copper concentration. As shown
in Figure 4, the combination of 0.5 g/L propionamide and 10 µg/L copper had the strongest
antagonistic effect, with a cumulative effect as high as 24%. In contrast, the combination
of 1 g/L propionamide and 15 µg/L copper had the weakest antagonistic effect, with a
cumulative effect of 8%.
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3.4. Cumulative Effect of Physical, Chemical and Biological Measures

Figure 5 shows the cumulative effects of physical, chemical, and biological measures.
The results revealed that the cumulative effect of the combination of physical, chemical,
and biological measures had an antagonistic effect on the regulation of algae growth. The
antagonistic effect of the three measures increased gradually with flow velocity increase.
As shown in Figure 5, the combination of 0.2 m/s flow velocity, 1.5 g/L propionamide,
and 15 µg/L copper had the strongest antagonistic effect, with a cumulative effect as high
as 98%. In contrast, the combination of 0.1 m/s flow velocity, 0.5 g/L propionamide, and
5 µg/L copper had the weakest antagonistic effect, with a cumulative effect of 22%.
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Figure 5. Cumulative effect of chemical and biological measures under three levels of physi-
cal measures: (a) 0.1 m/s, (b) 0.15 m/s, (c) 0.2 m/s. The cumulative effect is expressed as the
mean ± standard deviation.

4. Discussion
4.1. Variation in Cumulative Effect Rate under Different Scenarios

In the present research, we studied the cumulative effects of discrete changes in
physical, chemical, and biological measures at different levels on algal growth. In addition,
we analyzed the cumulative effect rates of continuous changes in each factor at different
levels on algal growth. This provided a more detailed understanding of the cumulative
effect of these measures on algal growth. We used the RSM to establish a second-order
polynomial model to predict the cumulative effect rate of continuous changes in physical,
chemical, and biological measures at different levels on algal growth. The experimental
data obtained from the BBD design were fitted with the second-order polynomial model.
To enhance the accuracy of the prediction, the models were adjusted to match the data.
Accordingly, the cumulative effect rate response was computed as the following:

DCR = −0.4990 − 0.117A − 0.045B − 0.092C − 0.019AB + 0.002AC+
0.021BC + 0.041A2 + 0.027B2 − 0.044C2 (5)

where DCR represents cumulative effect rate, and A, B, and C represent velocity, propi-
onamide, and copper, respectively.

Table 2 shows results from the analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the model for the
cumulative effect rate. The F test was used to evaluate the significance of the models.
Coefficient estimation with confidence levels above 95% was accepted [50]. The F-value
was 90.12 and p-value was less than 0.05, indicating that the model is statistically significant.
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In addition, the p-value of A, B, C, AB, BC, A2, B2, and C2 were less than 0.05, suggesting
that the model term is significant.

Table 2. ANOVA of the model for cumulative effect rate.

Source Sum of
Squares Df Mean

Square F-Value p-Value Prob > F

Model 0.2153 9 0.0239 90.12 <0.0001
(significant)

A-Velocity 0.1100 1 0.1100 414.28 <0.0001
B-Propionamide 0.0164 1 0.0164 61.85 0.0001

C-copper 0.0680 1 0.0680 256.17 <0.0001
AB 0.0015 1 0.0015 5.62 0.0495
AC 0.0000 1 0.0000 0.0470 0.8345
BC 0.0018 1 0.0018 6.78 0.0352
A2 0.0071 1 0.0071 26.82 0.0013
B2 0.0030 1 0.0030 11.25 0.0122
C2 0.0083 1 0.0083 31.23 0.0008

Residual 0.0019 7 0.0003

Lack of Fit 0.0015 3 0.0005 5.60 0.0648 (not
significant)

Pure Error 0.0004 4 0.0001

Table 3 shows the model statistics of the developed model. Coefficient of determi-
nation (R2), adjusted R2, and standard deviation (Std. Dev) were used for assessing the
developed model’s competence [51]. In this table, R2 for the model was 0.99, and the
adjusted coefficient of determination was 0.98. The standard deviation for the model was
also found to be 0.02. Larger R2 values and smaller standard deviations indicate that
the polynomial model’s accuracy and general availability were adequate [52,53]. “Adeq
Precision” measures the signal-to-noise ratio. A ratio larger than 4 is desirable. The ratio of
33.76 was greater than 4 and indicated an adequate signal.

Table 3. Model statistics of the model.

Statistical Parameters Values of Model

Std. Dev. 0.02
R2 0.99

Adjusted R2 0.98
Adeq Precision 33.76

To analyze the cumulative effect rate of continuous changes in physical (flow velocity),
chemical (copper), and biological (propionamide) measures at different levels, on the algal
growth, two-dimensional (2D) contour plots, and three-dimensional (3D) surface plots
were applied (Figures 6–8). The red spots in the 3D and 2D plots are the actual values of
the experimental results. In the present study, we analyzed the following scenarios.

Scenario 1: Variation in the cumulative effect rate with simultaneous changes in flow
velocity and copper under different propionamide concentrations. The results showed that
cumulative effect rate variation with simultaneous changes in flow velocity and copper had
similar trends under different propionamide concentrations. Figure 6 shows the variation
in the cumulative effect rate with simultaneous changes in flow velocity and copper under
high concentrations of propionamide. As can be seen from the 3D surface plots (flow
velocity and copper) in Figure 6, the apparent curved arches reveal the importance of
simultaneous changes. In general, the cumulative effect rate gradually decreases with
increasing copper and flow velocity and then increases again.
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Scenario 2: Variation in the magnitude of the cumulative effect with simultaneous
changes in flow rate and propionamide at different copper concentrations. The results
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indicated that the variation in the cumulative effect rate with simultaneous changes in
flow velocity and propionamide had similar trends under different copper concentrations.
Therefore, we analyzed the cumulative effect rate of simultaneous changes in flow velocity
and propionamide under the medium concentration of copper. Figure 7 shows the variation
in the cumulative effect rate with simultaneous changes in flow velocity and propionamide
under the medium concentration of copper. As can be seen from the 3D surface plots (flow
rate and propionamide) in Figure 7, the apparent curved arches reveal the importance of
simultaneous changes. With flow velocity and propionamide increases, the cumulative
effect rate first decreases and then increases.

Scenario 3: Variation in the magnitude of the cumulative effect with simultaneous
changes in copper and propionamide at different flow velocities. The results showed that
the variation in cumulative effect rate had similar trends with the simultaneous changes
in copper and propionamide at different flow velocities. Therefore, we analyzed the
cumulative effect rate of simultaneous changes in copper and propionamide under a high
level of flow velocity. Figure 8 shows the variation in the cumulative effect rate with
simultaneous changes in propionamide and copper under a high level of flow velocity.
From the 3D surface plots (flow rate and propionamide) in Figure 8, the pronounced
arcuate arch reveals the importance of simultaneous changes. In general, with the increase
in propionamide and copper, the cumulative effect rate first decreased and then increased
rapidly.

4.2. Comparison with Previous Results or Theories

Management measures based on physical factors can control harmful cyanobacterial
blooms. Li et al. [15] showed that the average concentrations of Chl-a in a still water region
were from 20.3–37.5% larger than that in their corresponding flowing region during the field
experiment. The inhibitory effect of physical measures on algal growth is also affected by
chemical and biological measures. Hill et al. [54] demonstrated that chemical and physical
measures could regulate algal biomass by observing that cadmium and water movement
were related to algal biomass. In the present study, flow velocity and copper inhibited algal
growth. This was consistent with the results of Sabat et al. [35], which examined the effects
of flow velocity and copper on algal growth; it was shown that the interaction between
copper and current can inhibit algal growth. In addition, the combination of flow velocity
and copper had an antagonistic effect on inhibiting algal growth. On the one hand, this may
be because the flow velocity can change the morphology of the cells and affect the copper
uptake by the cells [35]. The absorption of metal ions can be divided into two steps: first,
binding to the binding site of the cell membrane, and then entering the cell through the ion
channel of the cell membrane [46]. Since the flow velocity changes the morphology of the
cells and affects the surface area of the cell membrane, it may affect the absorption of metal
ions, resulting in antagonism. Some researchers found that excessive shear stress can change
cell morphology [9,55]. On the other hand, flow velocity may stimulate algae to release
complexing substances, such as copper-complexed organic ligands, indicating that flow
velocity could mitigate the toxic effects of copper, and in environments where water flows,
the effect of applying chemical agents can be compromised. Likewise, the combination of
flow rate and propionamide was antagonistic in regulating the cumulative effect of algae.
As a macromolecule, propionamide needs to consume energy when absorbed by cells. This
may also occur because the flow rate changes the morphology of the cells and affects the
surface area of the cell membrane, reducing the rate of the uptake of propionamide.

A combination of chemical and biological measures is often used to control the pro-
liferation of harmful algae. Previous studies have found that allelochemicals, as critical
biological measures, can affect photosynthesis, change membrane permeability, and gen-
erate oxidative stress, resulting in the death of target algal cells [27]. In addition, excess
trace elements can also inhibit photosynthesis and generate reactive oxygen, resulting in
the death of target algal cells [12]. The combination of chemical and biological measures
could have a synergistic effect on inhibiting algal growth since they have similar algae
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removal mechanisms. Our findings suggest that the cumulative effect of the combination
of chemical and biological measures on algal growth is synergistic. This was consistent
with the results of Wang et al. [36], which indicated that the inhibition degree of Zn (II)
and ferulic acid (FA) on algae is less than that of Zn-MOF-FA at corresponding doses. On
the one hand, propionamide can reduce the maximum photochemical efficiency (Fv/Fm)
of photosystem II [31]. On the other hand, copper enters cells, leading to magnesium
replacement in chlorophyll heme, affecting photosynthesis [56].

The inhibitory effect of physical measures on algal growth is also influenced by chemi-
cal and biological measures. In the present study, the cumulative effect of the combination
of physical, chemical, and biological measures on algal growth was antagonistic. Consid-
ering the flow rate, the cumulative effect of the combination of chemical and biological
measures switched from synergy to antagonism on algal growth. It may be that the flow
rate changes the morphology of cells and affects the surface area of the cell membrane,
thus, affecting the uptake efficiency of copper and propionamide. It was also found that the
antagonism increased with the flow velocity. One possible reason is that the flow velocity
was too high, and the cell membrane was damaged, leading directly to cell death, ignoring
the role of copper and propionamide [9].

4.3. Limitations of This Study

Our results indicated that the cumulative effect of chemical and biological measures
switched from synergistic to antagonistic when including physical measures. In practice, it
is important to consider water flow conditions when using copper and allelochemicals to
remove algae. It is economically costly to manage harmful algal blooms. We can benefit
from controlling harmful algal blooms through rational plans for measures to inhibit algal
growth especially through the use of physical measures. However, some limitations should
be considered for future studies. Our research chose to use flow velocity, copper sulfate,
propionamide to represent physical, chemical, and biological measures. Ideally, when
considering variations in all representative factors, we can accurately analyze the cumu-
lative effect of these measures on algal growth inhibition. Meanwhile, when considering
variations in multiple factors of a single measure, they can interact with each other compli-
cating the situation. In addition, it is difficult for us to investigate all factors’ effects due to
equipment limitations. We focused on the relationship between different measures. It is
possible to select representative factors to reduce the interaction between various factors
of a single measure. When selecting other factors, the conclusions may change since the
mechanisms of algal growth inhibition are different for various factors. Additionally, our re-
search focused on the cumulative effect of the combination of these measures on inhibiting
algal growth on a short time scale. The continuous effect of these measures could weaken
over time. Therefore, future research should focus on longer time scales. In addition, our
study focused on conditions under which temperature and nutrients were maintained at
constant levels over time. Temperature and nutritional conditions in many places change
with climate change [57,58]. In natural ecosystems, under different temperature and nu-
trient conditions, the growth rates of algae might differ, and the cumulative effect on
algal growth would be affected by temperature and nutrients. These conditions should
also be considered in future research. Additionally, we discussed the mechanism causing
the experimental results, referring to previous studies on the mechanism of single-factor
inhibition of algal growth. It is necessary to verify that these were indeed the mechanisms
causing the experimental results. There are limitations in extrapolating laboratory results
to natural ecosystems, but we can still draw some suggestions from our findings. For one
thing, to accurately understand the impact of combination strategies on algae inhibition
in natural ecosystems, complex interactions among environmental measures on algae in-
hibition should not be underestimated. Furthermore, the configuration of this coupling
strategy, the time-varying behavior after implementation, and changes in the surrounding
environmental conditions should be the main research fields in the future.
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5. Conclusions

The present study experimentally investigated the cumulative effect of the combined
utilization of physical, chemical, and biological measures on algal growth inhibition. The ex-
perimental results showed that the combined utilization of physical and chemical measures
had an antagonistic effect on algae growth inhibition. Similarly, the combined utilization of
physical and biological measures also had an antagonistic effect on algae growth inhibition.
By contrast, the combined utilization of chemical and biological measures had a synergis-
tic effect on algae growth inhibition. Additionally, the combined utilization of physical,
chemical, and biological measures had an antagonistic effect on algae growth inhibition,
indicating that the cumulative effect of chemical and biological measures switched from
synergistic to antagonistic, when including physical measures. Therefore, in the process
of controlling harmful algal bloom, it is necessary to consider the cumulative effects of
concurrent alterations of physical, chemical, and biological measures on algal growth
inhibition, especially physical measures.
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